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Eventually, you will agreed discover a new experience and feat by spending more cash. still when? get you put up with that you require to acquire those every needs past having signiﬁcantly cash? Why
dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more in relation to the globe, experience, some places, bearing in mind history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your certainly own times to feign reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is June 2007 Volume 41 Number 2 Ghana Medical Journal A below.

KEY=VOLUME - SCHNEIDER TALAN
ANNUAL REPORT
WAGADU VOLUME 6 JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES VOLUME 10:1
Xlibris Corporation Women's Activism for Gender Equality in Africa This volume on Womens Activism for Gender Equality in Africa is a special collaboration between the Journal of
International Womens Studies (JIWS) and Wagadu, two open-access journals that address gender issues within a transnational and cross-cultural context. Using interdisciplinary
feminist and activist approaches these essays explore individual and collective actions undertaken by African women in cultural, social, economic, historical and political contexts. In
revealing the diversity of African womens activism, the underlying issues around which womens social change work develops, and the impact that work has on individuals and
communities, this volume has signiﬁcance for women and men throughout the world.

TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE, JUDICIAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE RULE OF LAW
Routledge Transitional Justice, Judicial Accountability and the Rule of Law addresses the importance of judicial accountability in transitional justice processes. Despite a general
consensus that the judiciary plays an important role in contemporary governance, accountability for the judicial role in formerly authoritarian societies remains largely elided and
under-researched. Hakeem O. Yusuf argues that the purview of transitional justice mechanisms should, as a matter of policy, be extended to scrutiny of the judicial role in the past.
Through a critical comparative approach that cuts through the transitioning experiences of post-authoritarian and post-conﬂict polities in Latin America, Asia, Europe and Africa, the
book focuses speciﬁcally on Nigeria. It demonstrates that public accountability of the judiciary through the mechanism of a truth-seeking process is a necessary component in
securing comprehensive accountability for the judicial role in the past. Transitional Justice, Judicial Accountability and the Rule of Law further shows that an across-the-board
transformation of state institutions – an important aspiration of transitional processes – is virtually impossible without incorporating the third branch of government, the judiciary,
into the accountability process.

SOUTH AFRICAN FOREIGN POLICY REVIEW: VOLUME 2
Africa Institute of South Africa The ﬁrst two decades of South Africa's democracy have seen a growing breadth and depth in the analysis of South Africa's foreign policy. This second
volume of the South African Foreign Policy Review considers the continuity and change in South Africa's foreign policy over the course of two decades, with a particular focus on the
more recent approach under the Zuma administration. This includes a closer look at the principles, practices and partnerships that shape South Africa's international relations and is
aimed at supporting knowledge for reﬂection on South Africa's conduct internationally and for anticipating ways in which the country may approach international relations and
foreign policy going forward. It discusses the foreign policy making and the nature of South Africa's diplomatic relations with Africa, Asia, the Middle East and North Africa, Latin
America, Europe and North America, as well as the country's participation in multilateral diplomacy in Africa, the global South and at the United Nations (UN) to expand the
discussion and deepen the debate on the future shape and direction of South Africa's foreign policy.

AN ENTERPRISE MAP OF GHANA
Hodder Christian Books Ghana's economy has grown rapidly over the past decade, and the goal of becoming a middle-income country in the fairly near future now seems attainable.
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The likely contribution of the oil sector makes the goal look all the more achievable. Yet this goal is unlikely to be attained without a substantial advance in Ghana's industrial
capability. This is therefore a good moment to ask some questions. What are the current capabilities of Ghanaian ﬁrms? Where did those capabilities come from? Can the
development of the oil sector lead to a parallel advance in related local industries? This volume presents the ﬁrst general overview of Ghana's industrial sector. Each industry is
proﬁled in detail, and the history and capabilities of leading ﬁrms are explored at length. ------------------ This is the second volume in John Sutton's "Enterprise Map" series, which
proﬁles the industrial capabilities of selected countries in sub-Saharan Africa. The ﬁrst volume was on Ethiopia and the forthcoming third volume will be on Tanzania. Further
volumes in this series will appear in due course.

DOCUMENTS OF THE AFRICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN AND PEOPLES' RIGHTS, VOLUME II 1999-2007
Hart Publishing This second volume of Documents of the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights includes the key documents published between 1998 and 2007. The book
provides, not only the basic documents, but also the less well-known material related to the jurisprudence emanating from the consideration of communications. It therefore
includes, amongst other material, the most recent activity reports adopted by the African Commission, resolutions, and ﬁnal communiquÃ©s from the sessions. Together with
Volume I, this is the most comprehensive available set Ëof documents on the African Commission, and will be an essential reference for academics, Ëstudents, and practitioners.

POVERTY REDUCTION SUPPORT CREDITS
AN EVALUATION OF WORLD BANK SUPPORT
World Bank Publications This evaluation examines the relevance and eﬀectiveness of Poverty Reduction Support Credits (PRSCs), introduced by the Bank in early 2001 to support
comprehensive growth, improve social conditions, and reduce poverty in IDA countries. PRSCs were intended to allow greater country-ownership, provide more predictable annual
support, exhibit more ﬂexible conditionality, and strengthen budget processes in a results-based framework. By September 2009, the Bank had approved 99 PRSCs totaling some
$7.5 billion and representing 38% percent of IDA policy based lending. The evaluation ﬁnds that in terms of process, PRSCs were eﬀective in easing conditionality, increasing
country ownership and aid predictability, stimulating dialogue between central and sectoral ministries, and improving donor harmonization. In terms of content, PRSCs succeeded in
emphasizing public sector management and pro-poor service delivery. Yet in terms of results, it is diﬃcult to distinguish growth and poverty outcomes in countries with PRSCs from
other better performing IDA countries. There is scope for further simplifying the language of conditionality and underpinning PRSCs with better pro-poor growth diagnostics. PRSCs
can also strengthen their results frameworks and limit sector policy content in multi-sector DPLs to high-level or cross-cutting issues. Today, Bank policy has subsumed PRSCs under
the broader mantle of Development Policy Lending and the rationale for a separate brand name although diﬀerences linger from the past. Since PRSCs and other policy-based
lending have gradually converged in design, remaining diﬀerences compared to other Development Policy Loans should be clearly spelled out, or the separate PRSC brand name
should be phased out.

ICTS FOR AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
GLOBAL EXPERIMENTS, INNOVATIONS AND EXPERIENCES
New India Publishing This book is an attempt to document the National Policy on ICTs in agricultural extension, ICT infrastructure scenario and related issues, case studies on
innovative ICTs for agricultural extension initiatives (Village knowledge centres, information kiosks, mobile ICT units, web portals, digital data base and networks, rural tele centres,
farmer call centres, mobile telephony, video conference, oﬄine multimedia CDs, decision support systems, expert systems, innovative community radio and television programmes,
open distance learning etc. The agricultural extension students, academicians, scientists, practitioners, administrators and policy makers will ﬁnd this compilation of the "ICTs for
Agricultural Extension: Global Experiments, Innovations and Experiences" from twenty eight countries relevant to providing a framework for the design and implementation of
sustainable ICT-enabled extension services for the agricultural development.

THE VANISHING BLACK AFRICAN WOMAN: VOLUME ONE
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A COMPENDIUM OF THE GLOBAL SKIN-LIGHTENING PRACTICE
Langaa RPCIG Skin-lightening is currently one of the most common forms of potentially harmful body modiﬁcation practices in the world and African women are among some of the
most widely represented users of skin-lightening products. The overall objective of this book is to provide up-to-date evidence-based recommendations for reducing the global
burden of cosmetic skin bleaching and preventing injuries related to skin bleaching in sub-Saharan Africa and Africans in diaspora. The book aims to: oﬀer an appraisal of all
relevant literature on cosmetic bleaching practices to-date, focusing on any key developments; identify and address important medical, public health issues as well as historical,
genetic, psychosocial, cultural, behavioural, socioeconomic, political, institutional and environmental determinants; provide guideline recommendations that would help attenuate
the burden and possibly eliminate the injuries related to skin bleaching; discuss potential developments and future directions.

THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF AFRICA AND ECONOMICS
VOLUME 2: POLICIES AND PRACTICES
Oxford University Press A popular myth about the travails of Africa holds that the continent's long history of poor economic performance reﬂects the inability of its leaders and
policymakers to fulﬁll the long list of preconditions to be met before sustained growth can be achieved. These conditions are said to vary from the necessary quantity and quality of
physical and human capital to the appropriate institutions and business environments. While intellectually charming and often elegantly formulated, that conventional wisdom is
actually contradicted by historical evidence and common sense. It also suggests a form of intellectual mimicry that posits a unique path to prosperity for all countries regardless of
their level of development and economic structure. In fact, the argument underlining that reasoning is tautological, and the policy prescriptions derived from it are fatally
teleological: low-income countries are by deﬁnition those where such ingredients are missing. None of today's high-income countries started its growth process with the "required"
and complete list of growth ingredients. Unless one truly believes that the continent of Africa-and most developing countries-are ruled predominantly if not exclusively by plutocrats
with a high propensity for sadomasochism, the conventional view must be re-examined, debated, and questioned. This volume-the second of the lOxford Handbook of Africa and
Economics-reassesses the economic policies and practices observed across the continent since independence. It oﬀers a collection of analyses by some of the leading economists
and development thinkers of our time, and reﬂects a wide range of perspectives and viewpoints. Africa's emergence as a potential economic powerhouse in the years and decades
ahead amply justiﬁes the scope and ambition of the book.

ZAMBIA, MINING, AND NEOLIBERALISM
BOOM AND BUST ON THE GLOBALIZED COPPERBELT
Springer This book paints a vivid picture of Zambia's experience riding the copper price rollercoaster. It brings together the best of recent research on Zambia's mining industry
from eminent scholars in history, geography, anthropology, politics, sociology and economics. The authors discuss how aid donors pressed Zambia to privatize its key industry and
how multinational mining houses took advantage of tax-breaks and lax regulation. It considers the opportunities and dangers presented by Chinese investment, how both companies
and the Zambian state responded to dramatic instabilities in global commodity markets since 2004, and how frustration with the courting of mining multinationals has led to the rise
of populist opposition. This detailed study of a key industry in a poor Central African state tells us a great deal about the unstable nature and uneven impacts of the whole global
economic system.

MOBILITY MAKES STATES
MIGRATION AND POWER IN AFRICA
University of Pennsylvania Press Human mobility has long played a foundational role in producing state territories, resources, and hierarchies. When people move within and across
national boundaries, they create both challenges and opportunities. In Mobility Makes States, chapters written by historians, political scientists, sociologists, and anthropologists
explore diﬀerent patterns of mobility in sub-Saharan Africa and how African states have sought to harness these movements toward their own ends. While border control and
intercontinental migration policies remain important topics of study, Mobility Makes States demonstrates that immigration control is best understood alongside parallel eﬀorts by
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states in Africa to promote both long-distance and everyday movements. The contributors challenge the image of a ﬁxed and static state that is concerned only with stopping
foreign migrants at its border, and show that the politics of mobility takes place across a wide range of locations, including colonial hinterlands, workplaces, camps, foreign
countries, and city streets. They examine short-term and circular migrations, everyday commuting and urban expansion, forced migrations, emigrations, diasporic communities, and
the mobility of gatekeepers and oﬃcers of the state who push and pull migrant populations in diﬀerent directions. Through the experiences and trajectories of migration in subSaharan Africa, this empirically rich volume sheds new light on larger global patterns and state making processes. Contributors: Eric Allina, Oliver Bakewell, Pamila Gupta, Nauja
Kleist, Loren B. Landau, Joel Quirk, Benedetta Rossi, Filipa Ribeiro da Silva, Simon Turner, Darshan Vigneswaran.

AFRICAN DISABILITY RIGHTS YEARBOOK VOLUME 2 2014
Pretoria University Law Press African Disability Rights Yearbook Volume 2 2014 Edited by Charles Ngwena, Ilze Grobbelaar‐du Plessis, Helene Combrinck and Serges Djoyou Kamga
2014 ISSN: 2311-8970 Pages: 327 Print version: Available Electronic version: Free PDF available About the publication The 2014 issue of the African Disability Rights Yearbook
addresses disability rights within the foundational structure laid down by the inaugural issue. The structure comprises a tripartite division between: articles; country reports; and
shorter commentaries on recent regional and sub-regional developments. The African Disability Rights Yearbook aims to advance disability scholarship. Coming in the wake of the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, it is the ﬁrst peer-reviewed journal to focus exclusively on disability as human rights on the African continent.
It provides an annual forum for scholarly analysis on issues pertaining to the human rights of persons with disabilities. It is also a source for country-based reports as well as
commentaries on recent developments in the ﬁeld of disability rights in the African region. The African Disability Rights Yearbook publishes peer-reviewed contributions dealing
with the rights of persons with disabilities and related topics, with speciﬁc relevance to Africa, Africans and scholars of Africa. The Yearbook appears annually under the aegis of the
Centre for Human Rights, Faculty of Law, University of Pretoria. The Yearbook is an open access online publication, see www.adry.up.ac.za About the editors: Charles Ngwena is
Professor, Department of Constitutional Law and Legal Philosophy, Faculty of Law, University of the Free State, South Africa. Ilze Grobbelaar‐du Plessis is a senior lecturer and holds
the degrees BIuris LLB LLM LLD from the University of Pretoria. Helene Combrinck is Associate Professor at the Centre for Disability Law and Policy, University of the Western Cape.
Serges Djoyou Kamgais is Senior Lecturer at TMALI (UNISA). Table of Contents EDITORIAL SECTION A: ARTICLES The right to inclusive education in Botswana: Present challenges and
future prospects Obonye Jonas The Basic Education Act of 2013: Why it is one step forward and two steps back for children with disabilities in Kenya William Aseka and Arlene S
Kanter Too little, too late? The CRPD as a standard to evaluate South African legislation and policies for early childhood development Sue Philpott Everybody counts: The right to
vote of persons with psychosocial disabilities in South Africa Heléne Combrinck Termination of pregnancy of persons with mental disabilities on medical advice: A case study of
South Africa Ashwanee Budoo and Rajendra Parsad Gunputh Economic discourses of disability in Africa: An overview of lay and legislative narratives Shimelis Tsegaye Tesemma
SECTION B: COUNTRY REPORTS Botswana Thuto Hlalele, Romola Adeola, Adebayo Okeowo, Daba Bacha Muleta and Lucius Batty Njiti Egypt Lila Meadows, Nadia Adib Bamieh and
Janet E Lord Kenya Elizabeth Kamundia Malawi Enoch MacDonnell Chilemba Mauritius Ashwanee Budoo and Roopanand Amar Mahadew Uganda Louis O Oyaro Zambia Natasha Banda
and Likando Kalaluka Zimbabwe Esau Mandipa and Gift Manyatera SECTION C: REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTS Developments regarding disability rights during 2013: The African Charter
and African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights Heléne Combrinck and Lawrence M Mute Baby steps: Developments at the African Committee of Experts on the Rights and
Welfare of the Child (2013-2014) Lorenzo Wakeﬁeld Disability rights in the sub-regional economic communities during 2013 Lucyline Nkatha Murungi

UNSPEAKABLE TRUTHS 2E
TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE AND THE CHALLENGE OF TRUTH COMMISSIONS
Routledge In a sweeping review of forty truth commissions, Priscilla Hayner delivers a deﬁnitive exploration of the global experience in oﬃcial truth-seeking after widespread
atrocities. When Unspeakable Truths was ﬁrst published in 2001, it quickly became a classic, helping to deﬁne the ﬁeld of truth commissions and the broader arena of transitional
justice. This second edition is fully updated and expanded, covering twenty new commissions formed in the last ten years, analyzing new trends, and oﬀering detailed charts that
assess the impact of truth commissions and provide comparative information not previously available. Placing the increasing number of truth commissions within the broader
expansion in transitional justice, Unspeakable Truths surveys key developments and new thinking in reparations, international justice, healing from trauma, and other areas. The
book challenges many widely-held assumptions, based on hundreds of interviews and a sweeping review of the literature. This book will help to deﬁne how these issues are
addressed in the future.
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PROLETARIAN AND GENDERED MASS MIGRATIONS
A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE ON CONTINUITIES AND DISCONTINUITIES FROM THE 19TH TO THE 21ST CENTURIES
BRILL Proletarian and Gendered Mass Migrations connects the 19th- proletarian and the 20th-and 21st-century domestics and caregiver labor migrations and migration systems in
global transcultural perspective. It integrates male and female migrations and employs a systems approach with human agency perspectives.

THE WORLD BANK LEGAL REVIEW VOLUME 6 IMPROVING DELIVERY IN DEVELOPMENT
THE ROLE OF VOICE, SOCIAL CONTRACT, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
World Bank Publications Voice, social contract, and accountability are discussed from the point of view of the function of law, justice, judicial systems and related areas from human
rights to government policy, urban development, resource management, gender, social rights, economic reforms, governance, sustainable development and anti-corruption.

DIGITAL SIGNAL, IMAGE AND VIDEO PROCESSING FOR EMERGING MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY
MDPI This book presents collective works published in the recent Special Issue (SI) entitled " Digital Signal, Image and Video Processing for Emerging Multimedia Technology". These
works address the emerging technology in signal processing and its new aspects, as well as the related applications. Recent developments in image/video-based deep learning
technology have enabled new services in the ﬁeld of multimedia and recognition technology. The applications vary and range from digital signal processing to image, video and
multimedia signal processing, also including object classiﬁcation, learning mechanism design and data security. Recent advances in numerical, theoretical and experimental
methodologies are presented within the scope of the current book, along with the ﬁnding of new learning methods and new methodological developments and their limitations. This
book brings together a collection of inter-/multidisciplinary works applied to many classiﬁcation and data security applications in a coherent manner.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INTRAPRENEURSHIP IN SOCIAL, SUSTAINABLE, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
MDPI Entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship have become a vehicle that oﬀers solutions for social, environmental, and economic problems. Even though the level of entrepreneurial
activity and its diversity have been motivated through public policies, social support has also played an important role in encouraging people to think of entrepreneurship as a
desirable career choice. This book brings together analyses of those elements required for entrepreneurial and intrapreneurial intention and action, which ultimately become
important leverages of development. Chapters highlight the importance of rural, urban, university, organizational, and family environments for a bunch of intentions and behaviors
such as green, sport, social, corporate, innovative, traditional, and gender entrepreneurship. This entrepreneurial diversity is translated into higher development through the
empowerment of women, environmental consciousness, and eﬃcient production. Policymakers, scholars, and practitioners can ﬁnd diﬀerent examples and cases useful for decisionmaking, learning, and practice in this book.

SEARCHING FOR SHARING
HERITAGE AND MULTIMEDIA IN AFRICA
Open Book Publishers In a world where new technologies are being developed at a dizzying pace, how can we best approach oral genres that represent heritage? Taking an
innovative and interdisciplinary approach, this volume explores the idea of sharing as a model to construct and disseminate the knowledge of literary heritage with the people who
are represented by and in it. Expert contributors interweave sociological analysis with an appraisal of the transformative impact of technology on literary and cultural production.
Does technology restrict, constraining the experience of an oral performance, or does it aﬀord new openings for diﬀerent aesthetic experiences? Topics explored include the Mara
Cultural Heritage Digital Library, the preservation of Ewe heritage material, new eresources for texts in Manding languages, and the possibilities of technauriture. This timely and
necessary collection also examines to what extent digital documents can be and have been institutionalised in archives and museums, how digital heritage can remain free from cooption by hegemonic groups, and the roles that exist for community voices. A valuable contribution to a fast-developing ﬁeld, this book is required reading for scholars and students
in the ﬁelds of heritage, anthropology, linguistics, history and the emerging disciplines of multi-media documentation and analysis, as well as those working in the ﬁeld of literature,
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folklore, and African studies. It is also important reading for museum and archive curators.

A PIVOTAL MOMENT
POPULATION, JUSTICE, AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE
Island Press Through a series of essays by leading demographers, environmentalists and reproductive health advocates, A Pivotal Moment oﬀers a new perspective on the complex
connection between population dynamics and environmental quality. It presents the latest research on the relationship between population growth and climate change, ecosystem
health and other environmental issues. It surveys the new demographic landscape—in which population growth rates have fallen, but human numbers continue to increase. It looks
back at the lessons learned from half a century of population policy—and forward to propose twenty-ﬁrst century population policies that are sustainable and just. A Pivotal Moment
puts forth the concept of “population justice,” which is inspired by reproductive justice and environmental justice movements. Population justice holds that inequality is a root
cause of both rapid population growth and environmental degradation. As the authors in this volume explain, to slow population growth and build a sustainable future, women and
men need access to voluntary family planning and other reproductive health services. They need education and employment opportunities, especially for women. Population justice
means tackling the deep inequities—both gender and economic—that are associated with rapid population growth and unsustainable resource consumption. Where family planning
is available, where couples are conﬁdent their children will survive, where girls go to school, where young men and women have economic opportunity—there couples will have
healthier and smaller families.

ORTODOXIA SI NOILE MISCARI RELIGIOASE
Editura Lumen

AFRICAN JOURNAL OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
Universal-Publishers African Journal of Reproductive Health (AJRH) is a multidisciplinary and international Journal published quarterly (March, June, September, and December) by
the Women's Health and Action Research Centre (a Non-governmental Organization with headquarters in Nigeria). The publication of the journal started in 1997. As of December
2012, 51 editions have been published. The journal focuses on publishing original research, comprehensive review articles, short reports and commentaries on reproductive health
in Africa. It strives to provide a forum for both African and foreign authors working in Africa to share ﬁndings about all aspects of reproductive health and also to disseminate
innovative, relevant, and useful information on reproductive health throughout the continent.

PREFERENTIAL TRADE AGREEMENT POLICIES FOR DEVELOPMENT
A HANDBOOK
World Bank Publications The Handbook oﬀers an introduction to the key elements of Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs), addressing the practical economic and legal aspects of
the regulatory policies in PTAs.

GUIDE TO INDIAN PERIODICAL LITERATURE
TOURISM ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENTS, MANAGEMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
CABI The environmental quality and popularity of any tourist destination is the outcome of sustained development, shaped by the socio-economic and physical dimensions of the
local environment. Protecting the ‘living landscape’ requires recognizing, promoting and developing the links between economic, social and environmental objectives. This book
therefore examines the tourism business in terms of ‘greening’ the local economy, people and environment, establishing the green agenda and investigating its application to the
tourism sector.
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RELIGION INDEX ONE
PERIODICALS
MASON'S WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LIVESTOCK BREEDS AND BREEDING, 2 VOLUME PACK
CABI Mason's World Encyclopedia of Livestock Breeds and Breeding describes breeds of livestock worldwide as well as a range of breed-related subjects such as husbandry, health
and behaviour. This deﬁnitive and prestigious reference work presents easily accessible information on domestication (including wild ancestors and related species), genetics and
breeding, livestock produce and markets, as well as breed conservation and the cultural and social aspects of livestock farming. Written by renowned livestock authorities, these
volumes draw on the authors' lifelong interest and involvement in livestock breeds of the world, presenting a unique, comprehensive and fully cross-referenced guide to cattle,
buﬀalo, horses, pigs, sheep, asses, goats, camelids, yak and other domesticants.

ABORTION LAW IN TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
CASES AND CONTROVERSIES
University of Pennsylvania Press It is increasingly implausible to speak of a purely domestic abortion law, as the legal debates around the world draw on precedents and inﬂuences
of diﬀerent national and regional contexts. While the United States and Western Europe may have been the vanguard of abortion law reform in the latter half of the twentieth
century, Central and South America are proving to be laboratories of thought and innovation in the twenty-ﬁrst century, as are particular countries in Africa and Asia. Abortion Law
in Transnational Perspective oﬀers a fresh look at signiﬁcant transnational legal developments in recent years, examining key judicial decisions, constitutional texts, and regulatory
reforms of abortion law in order to envision ways ahead. The chapters investigate issues of access, rights, and justice, as well as social constructions of women, sexuality, and
pregnancy, through diﬀerent legal procedures and regimes. They address the promises and risks of using legal procedure to achieve reproductive justice from diﬀerent national,
regional, and international vantage points; how public and courtroom debates are framed within medical, religious, and human rights arguments; the meaning of diﬀerent narratives
that recur in abortion litigation and language; and how respect for women and prenatal life is expressed in various legal regimes. By exploring how legal actors advocate, regulate,
and adjudicate the issue of abortion, this timely volume seeks to build on existing developments to bring about change of a larger order. Contributors: Luis Roberto Barroso, Paola
Bergallo, Rebecca J. Cook, Bernard M. Dickens, Joanna N. Erdman, Lisa M. Kelly, Adriana Lamačková, Julieta Lemaitre, Alejandro Madrazo, Charles G. Ngwena, Rachel Rebouché, Ruth
Rubio-Marín, Sally Sheldon, Reva B. Siegel, Verónica Undurraga, Melissa Upreti.

DEATH IN A CONSUMER CULTURE
Routledge Death has never been more visible to consumers. From life insurance to burial plots to estate planning, we are constantly reminded of consumer choices to be made with
our mortality in mind. Religious beliefs in the afterlife (or their absence) impact everyday consumption activities. Death in a Consumer Culture presents the broadest array of
research on the topic of death and consumer behaviour across disciplinary boundaries. Organised into ﬁve sections covering: The Death Industry; Death Rituals; Death and
Consumption; Death and the Body; and Alternate Endings, the book explores topics from celebrity death tourism, pet and online memorialization; family history research, to
alternatives to traditional corpse disposal methods and patient-assisted suicide. Work from scholars in history, religious studies, sociology, psychology, anthropology, and cultural
studies sits alongside research in marketing and consumer culture. From eastern and western perspectives, spanning social groups and demographic categories, all explore the
ubiquity of death as a physical, emotional, cultural, social, and cosmological inevitability. Oﬀering a richly unique anthology on this challenging topic, this book will be of interest to
researchers working at the intersections of consumer culture, marketing and mortality.

MLA INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS AND ARTICLES ON THE MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES
US GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES BUSINESS LAW HANDBOOK VOLUME 1 STRATEGIC INFORMATION AND BASIC REGULATIONS
Lulu.com
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CLIMATE CHANGE, SECURITY RISKS AND CONFLICT REDUCTION IN AFRICA
A CASE STUDY OF FARMER-HERDER CONFLICTS OVER NATURAL RESOURCES IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE, GHANA AND BURKINA FASO 1960–2000
Springer Millions of people are already aﬀected by weather-related shocks every year in West Africa and climate change is highly likely to increase these threats. In the wake of
climate change, rising temperatures, increasingly irregular rainfall and more frequent natural hazards will endanger the ways of life of vulnerable population groups in this region
and destabilize their human security. A surge in violence and conﬂicts could take place. One of the conﬂict constellations could be between farmers and herders. These groups are
highly vulnerable to climate change due to their dependence on natural resources Millions of people are already aﬀected by weather-related shocks every year in West Africa and
climate change is highly likely to increase these threats. In the wake of climate change, rising temperatures, increasingly irregular rainfall and more frequent natural hazards will
endanger the ways of life of vulnerable population groups in this region and destabilize their human security. A surge in violence and conﬂicts could take place. One of the conﬂict
constellations could be between farmers and herders. These groups are highly vulnerable to climate change due to their dependence on natural resources for their subsistence.
Furthermore, they are historically prone to enter into conﬂict over issues of access to natural resources. However, social, economic and political circumstances fundamentally
inﬂuence environmental conﬂicts. There might thus be opportunities to face the societal challenges of climate change in a peaceful way and the political and institutional framework
could play an important role in reducing conﬂict and violence. In order to explore such a path, this study analyses the potential of political factors (policies and institutions) for the
reduction of climate-change-induced or aggravated conﬂicts between farmers and herders. After a theoretical demonstration, a case study of agro-pastoral conﬂicts in Burkina Faso,
Côte d’Ivoire, and Ghana is conducted. their subsistence. Furthermore, they are historically prone to enter into conﬂict over issues of access to natural resources. However, social,
economic and political circumstances fundamentally inﬂuence environmental conﬂicts. There might thus be opportunities to face the societal challenges of climate change in a
peaceful way and the political and institutional framework could play an important role in reducing conﬂict and violence. In order to explore such a path, this study analyses the
potential of political factors (policies and institutions) for the reduction of climate-change-induced or ‐aggravated conﬂicts between farmers and herders. After a theoretical
demonstration, a case study of agro-pastoral conﬂicts in Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, and Ghana is conducted.

BETWEEN RHETORIC AND REALITY
THE STATE AND USE OF INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE IN POST-COLONIAL AFRICA
Langaa RPCIG Since time immemorial, indigenous peoples around the world have developed knowledge systems to ensure their continued survival in their respective territories.
These knowledge systems have always been dynamic such that they could meet new challenges. Yet, since the so-called enlightenment period, these knowledges have been
supplanted by the Western enlightenment science or colonial science hegemony and arrogance such that in many cases they were relegated to the periphery. Some Euro-centric
scholars even viewed indigenous knowledge as superstitious, irrational and anti-development. This erroneous view has, since the colonial period, spread like veld ﬁre to the extent
of being internalised by some political elites and Euro-centric academics of Africa and elsewhere. However, for some time now, the potential role that indigenous peoples and their
knowledge can play in addressing some of the global problems haunting humanity across the world is increasingly emerging as part of international discourse. This book presents an
interesting and insightful discourse on the state and role that indigenous knowledge can play in addressing a tapestry of problems of the world and the challenges connected with
the application of indigenous knowledge in enlightenment science-dominated contexts. The book is not only useful to academics and students in the ﬁelds of indigenous studies and
anthropology, but also those in other ﬁelds such as environmental science, social and political ecology, development studies, policy studies, economic history, and African studies.

HOW CHINA IS RESHAPING THE GLOBAL ECONOMY
DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS IN AFRICA AND LATIN AMERICA, SECOND EDITION
Oxford University Press China's growing economic involvement in Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America has been a source of major controversy. The oﬃcial Chinese position
maintains that the growth of bilateral relations is of mutual beneﬁt and provides a good example of South-South cooperation. Critics on the other hand see the economic relations
between China and other developing countries as highly unequal with most of the beneﬁts accruing to China and a few local elites. They also point to negative socio-economic,
political, and environmental consequences. How China is Reshaping the Global Economy: Development Impacts in Africa and Latin-America throws more light on these controversies
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through a comparative study of China's impact on the two regions. It looks not just at bilateral relations between China and the two regions but also analyses the changes in the
global economy brought about as a result of the shift in economic activity from North America and Western Europe to Asia. This book looks at the factors which led to rapid
economic growth in China and the way in which this has aﬀected global manufacturing, commodity markets, the international presence of Chinese companies, and ﬁnancial glows. It
examines the diﬀerent forms of Chinese economic involvement in Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America, the main drivers, and economic, social, political, and environmental
consequences. It ends with a comparison of the two regions that highlights the importance of diﬀerent histories and political and institutional contexts in determining the impacts of
China. Since the ﬁrst edition of How China is Reshaping the Global Economy: Development Impacts in Africa and Latin-America, China's role in the global economy has continued to
expand and the Chinese government's foreign policy has become more assertive. The global presence of China has been marked by the expansion of the Belt and Road Initiative to
almost 150 countries and the trade-war between the US and China, as well as increased Western concerns over the activities of major Chinese companies such as Huawei. This new
edition documents these changes and their implications for SSA and LAC.

THE STATE OF THE WORLD'S CHILDREN 2007
WOMEN AND CHILDREN : THE DOUBLE DIVIDEND OF GENDER EQUALITY
UNICEF The State of the World's Children 2007 reports on the lives of women around the world because gender equality and the well-being of children go hand in hand. When women
are empowered to live full and productive lives, children prosper and UNICEF's experience also shows the opposite: When women are denied equal opportunity within a society,
children suﬀer. The report is divided into ﬁve sections: a call for equality; equality in the household; equality in employment; equality in politics and government; reaping the double
dividend of gender equality.

IMPERIAL ENCORE
THE CULTURAL PROJECT OF THE LATE BRITISH EMPIRE
University of California Press In the 1930s, British colonial oﬃcials introduced drama performances, broadcasting services, and publication bureaus into Africa under the rubric of
colonial development. They used theater, radio, and mass-produced books to spread British values and the English language across the continent. This project proved remarkably
resilient: well after the end of Britain’s imperial rule, many of its cultural institutions remained in place. Through the 1960s and 1970s, African audiences continued to attend
Shakespeare performances and listen to the BBC, while African governments adopted English-language textbooks produced by metropolitan publishing houses. Imperial Encore
traces British drama, broadcasting, and publishing in Africa between the 1930s and the 1980s—the half century spanning the end of British colonial rule and the outset of African
national rule. Caroline Ritter shows how three major cultural institutions—the British Council, the BBC, and Oxford University Press—integrated their work with British imperial aims,
and continued this project well after the end of formal British rule. Tracing these institutions and the media they produced through the tumultuous period of decolonization and its
aftermath, Ritter oﬀers the ﬁrst account of the global footprint of British cultural imperialism.

DISPUTE SETTLEMENT REPORTS 2019: VOLUME 8, PAGES 4299 TO 4734
Cambridge University Press These are the WTO's authorized and paginated reports in English. They are an essential addition to the library of all practising trade lawyers and a useful
tool for students and academics worldwide working in the ﬁeld of international economic or trade law. DSR 2019: Volume VIII contains the panel report on 'Russia - Measures
Concerning Traﬃc in Transit' (WT/DS512).

HERBS AND NATURAL SUPPLEMENTS, VOLUME 2
AN EVIDENCE-BASED GUIDE
Elsevier Health Sciences Herbs and Natural Supplements, 4th Edition: An evidence-based guide is an authoritative, evidence-based reference. This two-volume resource is essential
to the safe and eﬀective use of herbal, nutritional and food supplements. The second volume provides current, evidence-based monographs on the 132 most popular herbs,
nutrients and food supplements. Organised alphabetically, each monograph includes daily intake, main actions and indications, adverse reactions, contraindications and
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precautions, safety in pregnancy and more. Recommended by the Pharmacy Board of Australia as an evidence-based reference works (print) that pharmacists are meant to have
access to when dispensing Contributed content from naturopaths, GPs, pharmacists, and herbalists Useful in a clinical setting as well as a reference book. It provides up-to-date
evidence on the latest research impacting on herbal and natural medicine by top leaders in Australia within the ﬁelds of Pharmacy, Herbal Medicine and Natural Medicine

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF OIL & GAS LEASING PROGRAM : 2002-2007
FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
TRAFFICKING IN SLAVERY’S WAKE
LAW AND THE EXPERIENCE OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN AFRICA
Ohio University Press Women and children have been bartered, pawned, bought, and sold within and beyond Africa for longer than records have existed. This important collection
examines the ways traﬃcking in women and children has changed from the aftermath of the “end of slavery” in Africa from the late nineteenth century to the present. The formal
abolition of the slave trade and slavery did not end the demand for servile women and children. Contemporary forms of human traﬃcking are deeply interwoven with their historical
precursors, and scholars and activists need to be informed about the long history of traﬃcking in order to better assess and confront its contemporary forms. This book brings
together the perspectives of leading scholars, activists, and other experts, creating a conversation that is essential for understanding the complexity of human traﬃcking in Africa.
Human traﬃcking is rapidly emerging as a core human rights issue for the twenty-ﬁrst century. Traﬃcking in Slavery’s Wake is excellent reading for the researching, combating,
and prosecuting of traﬃcking in women and children. Contributors: Margaret Akullo, Jean Allain, Kevin Bales, Liza Stuart Buchbinder, Bernard K. Freamon, Susan Kreston, Benjamin
N. Lawrance, Elisabeth McMahon, Carina Ray, Richard L. Roberts, Marie Rodet, Jody Sarich, and Jelmer Vos.
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